
NinjaTrader Version 7.0.0.5 Beta Release 5 - December 1st, 2009 

Status Issue # Category Comments 
Added 3061 Charts Added "Wick" pen to candle chart style.  

Added 3139 Charts Added back chart template concept 

Added 3062 Drawing objects Fibonacci circle supports optional  'scale Time and Price values independently'  

Added 3076 Drawing objects Improved behavior of Fibonacci Templates  

Added 3079 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Added GetCurrent...(barsSeriesIndex) methods. 

Added 3094 Historical Data 

Manager 

As HDM grid is loaded the respective lowest level node in the tree would get a suffix like “05.11.2009 

(12345 items)”. 

Added 3121 Charts Line Break and Renko bars will now update in realtime using an incomplete last bar.  

Improved 3058 Charts Improved BarTimer indicator. 

Improved 3068 Database Added workaround to the resolve the "Failed to execute DB job 'executionUpdateJob': ObjectSpace:Entity 

Object not being Tracked " log errors. 

Improved 3069 NinjaScript Improved low level session handling by providing Session.GetNextBeginEnd. Also: NT internal 

Begin/EndTime no longer is accessible 

Improved 3070 NinjaScript NS strategies now would "tolerate" DateTime and enum parameters. 

Improved 3077 Session Manager Added UTC (Coordinated universal time) to the list of available time zones. 

Improved 3101 Charts You now could type "XXX NYSE" to create XXX stock instrument in Nyse. 

Improved 3132 Drawing objects Fibonacci Templates and Properties Enhancements 

Improved 3152 NinjaScript Added exceptions in case of barsAgo > 255 for MaximumBarsLook.256 

Improved 3165 PFG adapter Updated to latest 1.0.434 

Changed 3149 Help Guide F1 help no longer is modal. 

Changed 3171 TT adapter LastClose is now derrived from SettlementPrice vs ClosingPrice 

Fixed 3059 Historical Data 

Manager 

If import a new instrument without clicking on the export/edit tab; after a successful import the new 

instrument will be the only instrument shown until HDM restarted. 

Fixed 3060 IB adapter Made sure AccountUpdate events only would be subscribed for a new account after unsubscribing from old 

account 

Fixed 3063 Market Replay Changed the min/max of the date time control in market replay Goto dialog to 01/01/1800 and 12/31/2099.  

Fixed 3064 Charts Chart objects drawn from an indicator could move panel when other indicators have been deleted. 

Fixed 3065 Charts Deleting indicator when chart objects/global chart objects on higher panel could result in blank panels. 

Fixed 3066 General Tools->Account connection->Close button had incorrect tool tip. 

Fixed 3067 Charts Remove panel on chart panel context menu didn't work properly. 

Fixed 3071 Charts Global chart objects could disappear on closing charts. 

Fixed 3072 Charts Bar index could be off after switching equidistant property on single series.  

Fixed 3073 Charts Bar spacing could change on restore of non equidistant chart with non equidistant chart template applied. 

Fixed 3074 Charts Removed flickering in OHLC chart style when moving canvas or clicking on chart 

Fixed 3075 Indicators If indicator 'Label' is empty, indicator class name is used in the UI. 



Fixed 3078 General eSignal and IQFeed did not run as 32bit application on 64bit windows 

Fixed 3080 Charts Avoid redundant confirmation boxes on reloading historical data. 

Fixed 3081 Charts AutoScale on line types could crash NT on multi series charts. 

Fixed 3082 Charts NT could crash at connect/reload on multi series charts with global chart objects on. 

Fixed 3083 Charts Exception when trying to remove global chart objects on multi series chart when there were several series 

with same instrument on chart. 

Fixed 3084 Database Tried to work around 'SQL Server Compact timed out waiting for a lock' messages 

Fixed 3085 Drawing objects Andrews pitchfork attached to a bar series could disappear from chart when period value was switched. 

Fixed 3086 Charts Executions from strategy on a multi series chart were not displayed on >= 2nd series when several series of 

same instrument on chart. 

Fixed 3087 Charts Chart region could disappear on multi series charts. 

Fixed 3088 Charts removing of a bar series from multi series chart while strategy running on chart could crash NT. 

Fixed 3089 NinjaScript 

Strategies 

Amended existing 'Enabled' message. Added 'Disabled' message. 

Fixed 3090 Charts MultiColor Plot no longer works as expected in NT Beta 4 

Fixed 3091 Drawing objects Left/Right alignment of fib levels not all aligned and changes as you pan the chart 

Fixed 3092 MBT adapter Several fixes on historical data requests. 

Fixed 3093 Historical Data 

Manager 

Delete Edit Logs node causing exception 

Fixed 3095 Charts Multi series indicator running on secondary series of a chart loaded it's non primary series using instrument 

session and not the session on chart. 

Fixed 3096 Charts EquidistantBars property on multi series charts could be set to true in chart properties after reset. 

Fixed 3097 Chart Trader Switching of instrument when chart trader enabled didn't change the display of PnL appropriately. 

Fixed 3098 Charts Strategies on chart haven't been removed when base bar series was removed from chart. 

Fixed 3099 NinjaScript Changed alignment of DrawTextFixed back to left aligned (NT6.5 logic). 

Fixed 3100 Charts LineOnClose chart style could crash NT when there were no bars on chart.  

Fixed 3102 Export to Excel Export to excel throws exception when row count exceeds 65535 rows.  

Fixed 3103 Market Analyzer .Name property was not respected in all situations. 

Fixed 3104 Charts DrawRegion and DrawText in indicator and strategies didn't set area color to empty when default had been 

set to some color. 

Fixed 3105 Strategy Analyzer Trades tab ->Right click-> chart did not respect chart series default settings 

Fixed 3106 Charts Last bar of non intra-day chart with bars which contained more than 1 day (e.g. 3 day, week, month) was 

missing.  

Fixed 3107 Charts Extreme zooming out on non equidistant charts could result in white chart. 

Fixed 3108 General Typing some instrument text could crash NT 

Fixed 3109 Charts Switching period type with mini instrument selector didn't switch to first supported chart style when old 

chart style wasn't supported. 

Fixed 3110 Charts Arrow on top right of chart when chart not on last bar and bar series price label could be off on ask/bid 

realtime charts 



Fixed 3111 Charts Non equidistant chart with only one bar on it could crash NT. 

Fixed 3112 NinjaScript 

Strategies 

IOrder parameter on OnOrderUpdate could have been NULL. 

Fixed 3113 Sim account Sim account did not work as expected on multi connection setup 

Fixed 3114 Yahoo adapter Redundant DailyVolume event could cause charts being off on the last price. 

Fixed 3115 Strategy Analyzer Results on WalkForward tab did include the optimization period. 

Fixed 3116 NinjaScript Editor Amended code snippet by adding AutoScale parameter where needed. 

Fixed 3117 Chart Chart could crash on equidistant non minute charts with only a few bars, e.g. when reloading historical data 

Fixed 3118 Charts Modified sequence, which chart style is used on switching period types on chart. 

Fixed 3119 Charts Added HorizontalGridlinesUnit to panel properties which switches horizontal grid line interval from points 

to ticks. 

Fixed 3120 Drawing objects XML for Fibonacci templates takes direct user input causing error as certain characters are saved (dashes, 

spaces, etc) 

Fixed 3122 ATM Strategies There was an unwanted delay between placing stop and target orders. 

Fixed 3123 Charts If left and right scale were on chart, panel properties displayed properties from other side, even when there 

was no series on scale. 

Fixed 3125 NinjaScript 

Strategies 

Restoring on startup caused duplication of parameters in StratgeyBase.Parameters collection. 

Fixed 3126 Merging Merging contracts on futures: added logic to prevent reload of last day from provider on one previous 

expiry. 

Fixed 3127 General Link button was not shown on SuperDom, FXEntry, BasicEntry etc. if those UIs had been AlwaysOnTop 

Fixed 3128 General ATI component was not shut down properly 

Fixed 3129 Charts Chart objects painted into the future were moving on every incoming tick on realtime. 

Fixed 3130 Charts X-axis labels for space right from last bar changed on second charts on every incoming bar. 

Fixed 3131 Charts Bars.SessionBreak was not working properly on second charts. 

Fixed 3133 Charts Resolved conflict between chart trader minimize/maximize and right lick-> price offset selector 

Fixed 3134 General Avoid null reference exception during connecting while objects are on chart 

Fixed 3136 General Auto scale on global chart objects didn't work properly, when several bar series with same instrument were 

on chart. 

Fixed 3137 Charts Data Box Error as multi-series chart is scrolled to the first bar of the series. 

Fixed 3138 Monte Carlo 

Simulation 

Print on Monte Carlo Simulations was printing a blank page.  

Fixed 3140 General Save as image dialog had caption '<instrument> & date' instead of 'Save as' and save as indicator set had 

caption 'save image'. 

Fixed 3141 Charts Indicator on left scale on charts with 1 bars only could crash NT. 

Fixed 3142 Performance tabs Currency symbol is taken from Windows default regional setting and does not correspond to trading 

currency in the Account Performance Periods, Executions, and Trades tabs.  

Fixed 3143 NinjaScript Not all custom series classes had a constructor where a MaximumBarsLookBack could be applied. 

Fixed 3144 Charts Renamed display name "Candle Stick" to "Candlestick". 



Fixed 3145 Charts Added property ShowGlobalChartObjects to bar series 

Fixed 3146 Charts Added chart property ChartObjectSelection which defines if bar series and indicators can be selected with 

mouse click. 

Fixed 3147 Charts Box chart style didn't display bars when chart was extremely zoomed out. 

Fixed 3148 Charts Allow user defined y axis horizontal grid line & label logic also on scales & panels which contain no bars.  

Fixed 3150 NinjaScript You now could access .Instrument in Initialize() again like NT6.5 

Fixed 3151 Charts When using white text on a chart with a black background, the input text can not be seen in the text entry 

field of text properties window. This makes adding text difficult. 

Fixed 3153 Order entry Limit and stop price editing precision was off for instruments with different tick size precisions. 

Fixed 3154 Charts CurrentDayOHL didn't reset properly on beginning of actual session 

Fixed 3155 Charts First bar of box chart style was painted without margin, displaying it larger when bars got scrunched. 

Fixed 3156 Drawing objects Pasted drawing objects didn't get offset on equidistant charts. 

Fixed 3157 General Fixed crashes on several properties grids when up/down key would be pressed 

Fixed 3158 Charts Logic which avoids no bar series/indicator with AutoScale true is on panel didn't work if bar series had 

AutoScale false. 

Fixed 3159 Workspaces Editing workspaces names in the FileDialog would get rejected if the new file name held a space. 

Fixed 3160 Charts PNF bar type was not building properly when the box size was set to 1 (1x1, 1x2, 1xn etc) 

Fixed 3161 Strategy Analyzer Monte Carlo sim painting was wrong as it repainted not on thee whole panel but onle the subsection which 

was reported by the painting event. 

Fixed 3162 Charts If bar series/indicator is last series with AutoScale on panel & scale with AutoScale true, disable AutoScale 

in property grid. 

Fixed 3163 Historical Data 

Manager 

Meta Stock import didn't import the last bar. 

Fixed 3164 Drawing objects Global objects (e.g. lines) with anchor painted in near of last bar could disappear on chart where several bars 

have same timestamp (e.g. 1 tick charts) 

Fixed 3166 PFG adapter PFG adapter now would reset internal position calcs and order states on server reset. 

Fixed 3167 Monte Carlo  Memory Consumption on Monte Carlo form leaks 

Fixed 3168 Market Replay The calendar control kept scrolling after pressing the '<' '>' buttons 

Fixed 3169 Drawing objects Draw object handling on equidistant chart is now index based again, with values between bars possible. 

Fixed 3170 Google adapter Google changed their table format for Historical data for Indices. Updated the Google Adapter to take these 

changes into account. 

Fixed 3173 Account 

performance 

Commission is displayed as % on the account performance/trades tab. Will now match 6.5 implementation.  

Fixed 3175 Printing Replaced all print dialogs by 64bit compatible version 

Fixed 3176 Market Replay Moving slider or right click->GoTo did not work as strategies have been running on the strategies grid. 

Fixed 3177 NinjaScript IDataSeries now has a .IsValidPlot(int barIdx) method. 

Fixed 3178 Strategy Analyzer DataSeries->Value parameter was hidden inadvertently. 

Fixed 3179 Charts Moving objects in the near of session break off non equidistant charts (before following/after previous) 

session break didn't work properly. 



Fixed 3180 Control Center Changing pip size not reflected in limit price changes on Control Center. 

Fixed 3181 NinjaScript 

Strategies 

Fixed couple of issues related to back/bar/candleOutline color on chart tab 

Fixed 3182 Charts Modified icons for toolbar. Additionally added 'box' chart style toolbar menu item. 

Fixed 3183 Order entry When orders are being partially filled, changes to limit prices are being overwritten. 

Fixed 3184 Drawing objects Regression channel didn't work properly on multi series charts with different bars #. 

Fixed 3185 Charts Snap to price/snap to bar & price didn't work properly when different scales (with different price ranges) on 

same panel 

Fixed 3186 Drawing objects Flat wide triangles drawing objects with high pen width had spikes on either side which are now cut. 

Fixed 3187 General Avoid unnecessary log errors if NT is running in a multi connection setup and one connection it shut down. 

Fixed 3188 Charts Strategy toolbar item was displayed as enabled while not connected or chart trader visible.  

Fixed 3189 Charts Calculation of panel margins didn't work properly. 

Fixed 3190 Google adapter Disabled pseudo market data, since there is no predictable way to parse the HTML text. 

Fixed 3191 Historical Data 

Manager 

Meta Stock import didn't work when executed more than once from the same HDM 

Fixed 3192 Charts Max zoom out factor on non equidistant charts could be different depending how fast mouse was moved. 

Fixed 3193 Data server Misc. issues on data server 
 


